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Available online 12 December 2017Thedevelopment andmorphometry ofﬂuvial levees reﬂect the connectionbetween channel andoverbankprocesses,
which can be altered by various human activities. The aims of this study are to investigate the morphology and
spatial characteristics of ﬂuvial levees and evaluate the role of some local- and catchment-scale human activities
on their medium-term (150 years) development. This study applies LiDAR data along a 53-km-long reach of the
Maros River in Hungary.
Six ﬂuvial levee types are identiﬁed based on the beginning and end of their evolution. These levee types were
generated by local nineteenth century channel regulation works (cutoffs) and mid-twentieth century channel
narrowing, which was caused by gravel mining and water impoundment in the upstream sections. However,
other human activities also inﬂuenced the development of activeﬂuvial levees because their horizontal evolution
could have been limited by embanked ﬂood-protection levees or the widening of low-lying ﬂoodplain benches
that were generated by channel narrowing. Additionally, revetment constructions inﬂuenced their vertical
parameters as higher ﬂuvial levees developed along the ﬁxed banks. Generally, the older active ﬂuvial levees
are wider, while the younger active levees are narrower with steeper slopes but not always lower. On the low-
lyingﬂoodplain levels (benches), the youngestﬂuvial levees evolved quite rapidly and consist of coarsermaterial.
Currently, only 9.8- to 38-year return-period ﬂoods could cover the ﬂuvial levees, contributing to their evolution.
This fact and the development of ﬂuvial levee series with two-threemembers reﬂect a gradual decoupling of the
channel from the ﬂoodplain.
© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.Keywords:
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LiDAR1. Introduction
Fluvial (natural) levees are common features along low-gradient
channels (Nanson and Croke, 1992) that control the relationship
between instreamand overbank processes (Brierley et al., 1997). Fluvial
levees are ribbon-like accumulation forms that rise above the ﬂoodplain
(Nanson and Croke, 1992; Smith, 1996) along concave banks (Fisk,
1947; Allen, 1965; Zwolinski, 1992) and next to straight reaches of
different channel patterns (Brierley et al., 1997). Their development is
connected to ﬂoods, when the velocity decreases because of a rapid
drop in the water column and because of the increased roughness
from vegetation (Hughes, 1997; Piégay et al., 2003; Dufour and
Piégay, 2005; Steiger et al., 2005). Thus, coarse grains accumulate
along the banks to form ﬂuvial levees, while ﬁner grains can aggrade
on the distal portion of the ﬂoodplain (Wolman and Leopold, 1957;
Middelkoop and Asselmann, 1998; Wolfert et al., 2002; Kiss et al.,
2004; Sándor, 2011). Fluvial levees appear along laterally stable sectionsmail@gmail.com (M. Balogh),
Sipos).(Nanson and Croke, 1992); therefore, if the ﬂuvial system loses its equi-
librium, these levees can also be altered (Adams et al., 2004; Abate et al.,
2015). However, only a limited amount of research has been conducted
on the modiﬁcation of ﬂuvial levees because of human disturbances
(Klasz et al., 2014).
A morphometric analysis of ﬂuvial levees revealed that narrower
(and younger) forms tended to be steeper and that the farther the
sediments were transported from the bankline, the gentler the slope
of the ﬂuvial levee became (Cazanacli and Smith, 1998). However,
contradictory results were observed when the morphology of ﬂuvial
levees was correlated to the hydromorphological parameters of the
adjacent channel and ﬂoodplain. According to Hudson and Heitmuller
(2003), the levees' size corresponded to the sediment transport charac-
teristics and medium-term (100–1000 years) changes in the ﬂow
regime. Higher ﬂoods usually have higher ﬂow velocity and sediment
discharge and thus can create larger levees (Brown, 1983; Chalov,
2004; Keen-Zebert et al., 2013). The size of ﬂuvial levees is also inﬂu-
enced by the slope of the river (Fryirs and Brierley, 2012), its discharge
(Taylor, 2002; Sorrells, 2012), the width and conﬁguration of the ﬂood-
plain (Pierik et al., 2017), and the density of riparian vegetation (Steiger
et al., 2005). However, in contrast to earlier studies, Adams et al. (2004)
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nel size, bankfull channel area, or grain size, although their morphology
was controlled by the position of the ﬂuvial levee on the meander, chan-
nel age, ﬂood frequency, and vegetation type and density. According to
Hudson and Heitmuller (2003), the width of ﬂuvial levees was inversely
correlated to the radius of the curvature of meanders. Klasz et al. (2014)
hypothesised that the height of ﬂuvial levees corresponded to the width
of the adjacent ﬂoodplain: high ﬂuvial levees developed in wide ﬂood-
plains, while low levees formed in narrow ﬂoodplains because of water
backﬂow into the main channel. Contradictory ideas exist regarding the
factors that inﬂuence the spatial development of levees because few stud-
ies have been conducted on themorphology of ﬂuvial levees and because
they represent quite different environments. Catchment-scale and local
human activities can alter all the above parameters (e.g., ﬂood character-
istics, channel geometry, transported sediment, ﬂoodplain width), so our
hypothesis is that the evolution and dimensions of ﬂuvial levees could be
altered by anthropogenic activities, especially on rivers that have been in-
tensively regulated, such as the Maros River in Hungary.
Fluvial levees show large variations in dimension and diverse grain-
size distributions, indicating an intermediate nature between the channel
and the ﬂoodplain (Cazanacli and Smith, 1998), as their material is coars-
er than the sediments of the ﬂoodplain but ﬁner than the bedload
(Brierley et al., 1997). At the beginning of development, coarse sediment
is transported from the channel and deposited within a short distance,
initially forming narrow, steep, and coarse-grained ﬂuvial levees. Fluvial
levees become higher and ﬁner grained because of ongoing overbank ag-
gradation, and eventually only large ﬂoods can overﬂow them (Cazanacli
and Smith, 1998). The farther the sediments are transported from the
bankline, the lower the slope of a ﬂuvial levee becomes (Cazanacli and
Smith, 1998).
Considering the rate of ﬂuvial levee aggradation, Smith and Pérez-
Arlucea (2008) found that thicker ﬂuvial levee material was deposited
at sectionswhere the channelwidened after a large ﬂood,whereas thin-
ner deposits occurred along aggrading or slightly enlarging channel sec-
tions. Xu (2002) found a negative correlation between the vertical
deposition rates of the riverbed and the ﬂuvial levee. Over decades
and centuries, the height increase (0.6–2.3 mm/y) of ﬂuvial levees has
been quite slow in various climatic zones with local human activity
(Stevaux and Souza, 2004; Makaske et al., 2009; Trimble, 2009); how-
ever, as much as 0–70 cm of levee material could be deposited during
large ﬂoods (Smith and Pérez-Arlucea, 2008; Sándor, 2011). Under
natural conditions, this aggradation is balanced by erosion and lateral
channel migration. However, if the channel is stabilised, the height
increase of ﬂuvial levees can be as much as 11.0 mm/y on average
(Klasz et al., 2014). The mismanagement of a ﬂoodplain can increase
the density of vegetation, resulting in accelerated ﬂuvial levee develop-
ment in a narrowing strip along the channel (Sándor, 2011). The rate
of ﬂuvial levee development can also be accelerated in connection
with increased sediment load from a mining area (James et al., 2012).
The horizontal dimensions of ﬂuvial levees vary frommetres to sev-
eral kilometres, while their vertical parameters vary from centimetres
to metres (Allen, 1965) depending on the hydromorphological charac-
teristics of the river. Fluvial levees are vertically small landforms, so pre-
cise surveys by classical topographicalmapping are difﬁcult; in addition,
ﬁeld surveys of large and densely vegetated ﬂoodplain areas can be very
laborious. In most previous studies, few ﬂuvial levee proﬁles were
analysed (Cazanacli and Smith, 1998; Adams et al., 2004) or studied
on maps and aerial photographs (Hudson and Heitmuller, 2003);
alternatively, the depth of levee material was measured along a reach
after a single ﬂood (Smith and Pérez-Arlucea, 2008; Sándor, 2011).
High-resolution LiDAR data have becomewidely available so that scien-
tists could obtain fast and accurate terrain measurements across large
areas (Notebaert et al., 2009; Wierzbicki et al., 2013; Klasz et al., 2014;
Palaseanu-Lovejoy et al., 2014).
All these studies refer to single ridges but not to series of ﬂuvial
levees, although they appear in succession along the Maros River inSouth Hungary. Furthermore, these ﬂuvial levee series have developed
along a section that is under various human inﬂuences. Among the local
engineering works, artiﬁcial cutoffs, revetments, and embanked levees
have been constructed; while inchannel gravel mining and water reten-
tion have been conducted in more upstream sections. These engineering
measures offer a unique possibility to study the role of anthropogenic dis-
turbances on ﬂuvial-levee development. Additionally, a new LiDAR data
set (2014) provides a great opportunity to identify and morphologically
evaluate ﬂuvial levees along a 53.7-km-long reach of the Maros River.
The aims of this study are to investigate the spatial characteristics of
the ﬂuvial levee series and evaluate the role of reach-scale (e.g., cutoff,
revetment, and embanked levee constructions) and catchment-scale
(e.g., water retention and inchannel gravel mining) human activities
on their development. These upstream human inﬂuences combine
and inﬂuence the development of ﬂuvial levees through channel
narrowing and ﬂoodplain-bench formation. Our speciﬁc goals are to
(i) identify ﬂuvial levees on the embanked ﬂoodplain, (ii) measure
their horizontal and vertical parameters, reveal changes in their
(iii) temporal and spatial characteristics and (iv) grain-size distribution,
and (v) evaluate the role of human activities in their evolution. This
study contributes to our understanding of medium-term (150 years)
ﬂuvial-levee development along a highly altered river channel and
increases our knowledge regarding the changing linkage (coupling)
between channels and their ﬂoodplains.
2. Study area
The Hungarian Maros ﬂoodplain was studied in detail along a
53.7-km-long section from Nagylak (Nadlac) to Szeged (Fig. 1). The
Maros constitutes the border between Romania and Hungary along the
upstream section (53.7–28.0 km; units 1–8) and then ﬂows entirely
within Hungary until its conﬂuence with the Tisza River (28–0 km,
units 9–31). Thus, the Hungarian LiDAR survey covered only the northern
portion of the ﬂoodplain along the upstream section,whileﬂoodplains on
both banks were analysed in the downstream section.
The study area stretches across the Quaternary alluvial fan and the
adjacent ﬂoodplain of the Maros River (Kiss et al., 2011, 2014), and
these macroforms inﬂuence the slope conditions of the river and thus
the depositional environment in the embanked ﬂoodplain (Kiss et al.,
2011; Sümeghy, 2014). The uppermost section (units 1–8) of the
study area is located on the alluvial fan, where the channel slope is the
steepest (0.00038), and then the channel slope on the front of the fan
(units 9–11) decreases (0.00022). The next geomorphological
macroform is the secondary alluvial fan (12–20 units, channel slope:
0.00012), which developed between the embanked ﬂood-protection
levees (Kiss et al., 2011). After leaving the area of the alluvial fan, the
river ﬂows across its natural ﬂoodplain (units 21–24, slope: 0.00005)
and ﬁnally reaches the outlet (units 25–31, slope: 0.00002) near the
conﬂuence with the Tisza River. Thus, the channel slope decreases by
a factor of 18 along the 53.7-km-long studied section of the Maros.
Hydrological data from the Makó gauge station have been collected
since the late nineteenth century, so the zero point of the ﬂuviometer
was set at the lowest monitored stage at that time; negative values
have also been recorded because the channel was incised (Fig. 2A).
Since the beginning of these measurements, the water stages
(−114–618 cm) and the discharge values (21–2450 m3/s) varied within
a large range (Sipos et al., 2007). The discharge values of the yearly lowest
stages reﬂect the inchannel processes. The discharge of the yearly lowest
stages ﬁtted to a line in the 1900s to 1930s (Fig. 2B). The data shifted
downward in the 1940s to 1970s, indicating inchannel aggradation. In
the 1980s to 2000s, the data shifted upward (e.g., greater discharge values
belong to the same stage), indicating incision and an increase in the
cross-sectional channel area. Since the early 1980s, the annualmaximum,
mean, and lowest stages decreased by 11–35%. These hydrological
changes in the late twentieth century were probably linked to increased
water impoundment on the catchment and active inchannel gravel
Fig. 1.Themorphologyofﬂuvial leveeswas studied on theﬂoodplain of theMaros River,whichwas divided into 31units betweenNagylak and Szeged. Sediment sampleswere taken from
four (I–IV) sections. a: River; b: embanked ﬂoodplain; c: revetment; d: artiﬁcial cutoff; e: limit of the geomorphological macroform; f: unit and its number, g: country border;
h: settlement; i: sampling site (I–IV), j: drilling point; k: gauge station.
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et al., 2012; Kiss et al., 2017).
Understanding the ﬂood history is crucial when developing ﬂuvial
levees. The bankfull level (350 cm, ca. 730 m3/s) is applicable only to
the gauge site because of the considerable slope changes along the
Maros. In the nineteenth to twentieth centuries, ﬂoods lasted for
6–21 d/y; however, in recent decades, overbank ﬂows lasted for only
1–1.5 d/y or did not occur at all (Kiss, 2014). The recurrence interval
of the bankfull stage based on the long-term (116 years) record is
2.3 years (Fig. 3). Floods in theMaros and Tisza rivers usually coincided,
so the ﬂoods in the Maros were naturally impounded by the Tisza,
which inﬂuenced the ﬂow conditions and sediment deposition along
its lower, ca. 28-km-long section (Kiss et al., 2011); however, no dataFig. 2. Annual maximum, mean and lowest stages that weremeasured at theMakó gauge statio
the yearly lowest stage and its discharge (B).exist regarding the inﬂuence of this impoundment on the ﬂow velocity
or sediment transport.
The Maros has considerable sediment discharge. The only measure-
mentswere conducted by Bogárdi (1971), according towhich themean
suspended load is 265 kg/s (8.3 million t/y) and the bedload is 0.9 kg/s
(28,000 t/y). The bedload is dominated by ﬁne gravel (2–4 mm) in the
upstream section (1–11 units) but by sand in the downstream section
(0.4–0.7 mm; Laczay, 1975). Therefore, very intensive (1.2–2.5 cm/y)
vertical accumulation characterised the ﬂoodplain from the mid-
nineteenth until the mid-twentieth centuries, around the time of the
cutoffs and embanked levee constructions (Oroszi et al., 2005; Kiss
et al., 2011). This phenomenon can be explained by the intensive wid-
ening and deepening of the artiﬁcial channel sections, which increasedn (A), where the “0” point of the ﬂuviometer was set arbitrarily. Correspondence between
Fig. 3. Recurrence interval (y) of the yearly highest stages of the Maros River at the Makó
gauge station and the elevation (m asl) of the stages.
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embanked ﬂoodplain. In the second half of the twentieth century,
overbank aggradation became limited because of shorter ﬂoods,
channel narrowing, and incision (Oroszi and Kiss, 2004; Blanka and
Kiss, 2006).
On the Maros River, embanked levee constructions began in the
1850s (Ihrig, 1973). These features were built simultaneously with
channel regulations and along the nineteenth-century meanders, so
the width of the embanked ﬂoodplain varies (0.4–3.8 km). The up-
stream ﬂoodplain of the study area (units 1–9) is wider (1.0–3.8 km),
while the lower area (units 10–31) is much narrower (0.4–1.8 km;
Fig. 1).Within the frame of channel regulations (1840–1871), 24mean-
ders and channel fragments were cut off in the study area (Fig. 1;
Laczay, 1975). These cutoffs affected the channel in units 5–31. A
9-km-long channel fragment was cut off close to the conjunction, so a
new, sinuous artiﬁcial channel was created here (units 25–31). During
regulation works, the increased slope accelerated bank erosion and
channel incision (ca. 1.0 m), which combined with the increased
sediment transport to create islands and inchannel bars, so an island-
braided channel pattern developed along the upstream section (units
1–11). Meanwhile, the lower section downstream of Makó (units
12–31) remained sinuous. Since World War I, the upper section of the
study area has constituted the border between Romania and Hungary,
so engineering works were not allowed here. However, stone revet-
ments were built (1946–1958) along an 18.3-km stretch to stabilise
the banks within the 28-km-long lower section (units 12–31) (Sipos,
2006). The number of groynes is negligible.
In addition to these local-scale engineering works, catchment-scale
and upstream human activity has inﬂuenced the development of the
study area. In Romania, inchannel gravel mining between Lipova and
Arad (ca. 70–120 km upstream of the study area) was intensive be-
tween the 1960s and 2000s, which resulted in 2.6–6.8 m of incision
within the mined section. The incision propagated downstream along
the upstream portion of the studied section (units 1–11), measuring
1.2 m on average (Kiss et al., 2017). Meanwhile, the Tisza River was
also regulated, and its channel was incised by 2–2.5 m (Ihrig, 1973;
Szlávik, 2000), which propagated upstream along the Maros. This
headward incision combined with the incision that was propagating
from upstream, so the incision along the lower section (units 12–31)
was 1.9 m on average (Kiss et al., 2017).Fig. 4. Fluvial levees and point bars are distinguishable on the DTM of the ﬂoodplain (A). The3. Methods
3.1. Measuring the morphometric parameters
A digital terrain model (DTM) that was based on a LiDAR survey
(provided by the Lower Tisza District Water Directorate) was applied
to identify and measure themorphometric parameters of ﬂuvial levees.
This LiDAR survey was conducted in thewinter of 2014 tominimise the
effects of vegetation on the resulting elevation data. The vertical accura-
cy of the DTM is ±0.1 m based on the resurveying of 525 points along
the entire ﬂoodplain. The DTM covers an area of 96 km2 and has a
resolution of 4 m2. The morphological measurements were performed
with the ArcGIS 10.2 software.
On the DTM, ﬂuvial levees appeared as almost continuous features
along slightly sinuous bends but alternated with point bars along
meandering sections; therefore, their lengthswere notmeasured. How-
ever, each bend had its own ﬂuvial levee, so the studied reach of the
Maros was divided into 31 units (bends). The boundaries of the units
were perpendicular lines to the banks across the inﬂection points of
straight sections between the bends (see Laczay, 1982). To locate the
narrowing sections, the banklines were delineated on the third Hungar-
ian Military Survey (created in 1881 shortly after the channel regula-
tions) on geocorrected aerial photos from 1953 and the LiDAR survey
(2014). The channel widthwasmeasured at every 100m along the cen-
tre line of the river. The width changes were calculated in percentages
(%) compared to the beginning of the periods (1881–1953 and 1953–
2014). Floodplain surfaces (benches) were identiﬁed as low-lying
areas between the 1881 and 2014 banklines.
In each unit, the morphometry of the ﬂuvial levees was measured
along cross-sectional proﬁles on the DTM and drawn perpendicular to
the centre line of the river across the highest point of a ﬂuvial levee.
The boundaries of each ﬂuvial levee were deﬁned by the bankline and
the breaking point of the outer slope (Fig. 4) because the terrain on
the distal portion of the ﬂoodplain is almost ﬂat (see Cazanacli and
Smith, 1998; Adams et al., 2004). The width (W) of each ﬂuvial levee
wasmeasured between these boundaries, and the height (H) was mea-
sured between the highest and lowest (distal) points of the natural
levee. The slope (S) of the surface of each ﬂuvial levee (m/m)was calcu-
lated from the ratio of the distance between the highest and lowest
points along the outer slope (d) and relative height (H).
The elevation (m asl) of the highest points of the ﬂuvial levees were
known, so we could calculate the recurrence interval (RI) of ﬂoods,
which could cover the levees and contribute to their aggradation. The
RI was calculated based on the annual highest stages (1901–2016) by
applying the Gringorten formula (Searcy, 1959). The role of ﬂood RIs
in ﬂuvial-levee development was only evaluated near the Makó gauge
station (units 9–15) because (i) the water stage was only measured at
Makó, (ii) considerable elevation changes occurred along the studied
reach, and (iii) the water levels along the downstream section were
inﬂuenced by the stage of the Tisza River. Therefore, the water-level
elevation that covered a given levee was corrected by the slope of the
river for this calculation.vertical parameters of the ﬂuvial levees were measured along cross-sectional proﬁles (B).
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The channel development of the Maros River is modiﬁed by cutoffs,
channel narrowing, and revetments; while ﬂoodplain evolution is
restricted by embanked levees that are located at various distances
from the channel. Bankline changes from artiﬁcial cutoffs and channel
narrowing terminated the development of ﬂuvial levees, and new
ﬂuvial levees began to develop along the new banklines. Thus, double
or triple ﬂuvial levees evolved, similarly to a series of point bars.
Altogether, six ﬂuvial levee generations are distinguishable along the
studied reach of the Maros River (Fig. 5):
(A) Fluvial levees developed at the time of the nineteenth century
river regulations with
(A1) continuous (active) development ever since;
(A2) terminated development because of channel narrowing
since the 1950s; and
(A3) terminated development because of an artiﬁcial cutoff in
the nineteenth century.
(B) Fluvial-levee development began during the nineteenth century
river regulations when a cutoff was built, and ﬂuvial levees
began to develop along the new artiﬁcial channel with
(B1) continuous (active) development since that time; and.
(B2) terminated development because of channel narrowing
since the 1950s.
(C) The youngest, active ﬂuvial levees began to develop when the
channel became narrower (since the 1950s), and the evolution
of a new ﬂuvial levee began on the low ﬂoodplain benches.
3.3. Grain-size analysis of the ﬂuvial levees
Materials from different ﬂuvial-levee types were sampled to evaluate
the downstream variability in the grain size. Fluvial levees were selected
along the straight upstream section (units 3 and 8–9), middle section
(units 12 and 15) and downstream section (units 19, 14, and 26) of the
Maros. These sediment samples (19)were collected on the highest points
of the landforms from the uppermost sandy layer, where this material
was probably deposited during their active evolution.
Additionally, each active ﬂuvial-levee type was sampled along their
entire depth to evaluate the grain-size changes during the evolution of
the levees in the middle section of the river. Sediment samples (59)
were collected by a Pürckhauer auger at 10-cm intervals. The grain-sizeFig. 5. Temporal changes from various human activities on the studied reach of the Maros and
active evolution of a ﬂuvial levee, while the broken bars refer to uncertain transformation.distribution of the samples was measured by the MasterSizer 3000 and
Hydro LV module (Malvern Instruments) and evaluated by applying the
Gradistrat software. The sediment proﬁles were dissected into zones
and subzones based on similarities and differences in the grain size.
4. Results
4.1. Channel width change and bench formation
According to earlier studies (Sipos, 2006; Kiss et al., 2017), the channel
has been narrowing since the 1950s, most intensively (12–15m/y) in the
1950s to 1960s (Blanka et al., 2006). Low-lying ﬂoodplain benches could
be formed during narrowing (Erskine and Livingstone, 1999; Haney and
Davis, 2015). The developedbenches create space for type Cﬂuvial levees,
while the evolution of older ﬂuvial levees terminated (types A2 and B2).
This channel narrowing was studied in detail.
The studied 53.7-km-long reach of the Maros River became consider-
ably narrower over the last 130 years (Fig. 6), with the averagewidth de-
creasing by 26% (1881: 155 m; 2014: 115 m). This width reduction has
been more intensive since 1953. Between 1881 and 1953, the channel
width only slightly changed, becoming narrower by only 2% on average
(1881: 155m; 1953: 152m); however, narrowing became the dominant
process after 1953. The average channelwidth has decreased by 24% since
1953 (1953: 152m; 2014: 115m), amean narrowing rate of 0.6m/y. This
narrowing affected 88% of the studied reach. Themost narrowed sections
appeared to be in the upstream section (units 1–11), where the average
narrowing was 26%. The greatest width reduction was 70% (1953:
251m; 2014: 76m) in unit 1, which is the uppermost unit and is situated
closest to the gravel-mining area. The most intensive narrowing
characterised the meandering and braided sections (units 1–21), while
the channel width of the bends on the slightly sinuous downstream
section (units 22–31) remained the same or even increased at the apexes
of some bends.
This intensive channel narrowing created new, 20–130mwide ﬂood-
plain surfaces (benches) that were suitable for ﬂuvial levee development,
although at lower (by 0.3–1.9 m) elevation.
4.2. Horizontal and vertical dimensions of the ﬂuvial levee types
The LiDAR-based DTM on the ﬂoodplain of the Maros River enabled
us to identify 0.2–3.1 m high ﬂuvial levees. One third (36%) of the
studied forms belonged to type A (Table 1). The type A1 ﬂuvial leveesthe resulting ﬂuvial levee types. The bars indicate the timing of implementation and the
Fig. 6.Width changes (%) in the studied reach between 1881 and 2014 and 1953–2014. New low-lying ﬂoodplain surfaces (benches) formed along narrowed sections.
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highest (Hmean: 1.8 m) forms in the study area (Fig. 7) but had the
lowest slope (Smean: 0.0052). The evolution of type A2 ﬂuvial levees
continued for a long time but was terminated by channel narrowing
in the mid-twentieth century; therefore, these levees had narrower
(Wmean: 173 m) and lower (Hmean: 1.4 m) features than the type A1 le-
vees. The largest number of old ﬂuvial levees belonged to type A3. Their
width was similar to those of the A2 levees (Wmean: 187 m), but their
average height (Hmean: 1.1 m) was the lowest of the A types because
these levees moved relatively farther from the active channel during
the last ca. 150 years as the adjacent meanders were cut off. The spatial
distribution of these types was determined by the spatiality of the nine-
teenth century regulation works (Fig. 8). The type A1 and A2 ﬂuvial
levees remained where the meanders of the Maros were not very
sharp and thus were not cut off. Such unmanaged units were located
in the upstream (units 1–3) and middle sections (units 10–19). The
evolution of the type A3 levees was terminated by cutoffs, so these
levees were located where the channel was straightened; thus, these
levees could be found behind the members of type B.
The type B ﬂuvial levees (40% of the identiﬁed landforms) developed
since the nineteenth century cutoffs and thus formed along the artiﬁcial,
usually straight or slightly sinuous channel sections (Fig. 8). These le-
vees were almost as wide and as high landforms as the ﬂuvial levee
types A2 and A3 (Fig. 7), although they have steeper slopes (by 38%).
The members of the actively developing type B1 were higher and
steeper (Hmean: 1.7 m, Smean: 0.0159) than the type B2 ﬂuvial levees
(Hmean: 1.5 m, Smean: 0.0084) because the development of the latter
was terminated by channel narrowing. Generally, the type B ﬂuvial
levees were higher along the wider channel sections because lateral
erosion was more intensive here and the channel material could be de-
posited along the banks. As the channel of the Maros was straightened
in the upper section (units 5–12) and downstream of the no. 20 unit,
type B1 and B2 ﬂuvial levees appear along these sections.Table 1
Ranges of the characteristic morphometric parameters (width, height, and slope) of the
ﬂuvial-levee types; n: size of the sample population.
Type n Width (m) Height (m) Slope
Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean Max. Min. Mean Max.
A1 6 210 441 1022 1.3 1.8 2.2 0.0016 0.0052 0.0076
A2 4 78 173 33 0.8 1.4 1.9 0.0056 0.0074 0.0092
A3 9 69 187 329 0.3 1.1 2.9 0.0031 0.0061 0.0165
B1 14 42 182 768 0.4 1.7 2.8 0.0051 0.0159 0.0420
B2 7 63 208 391 1.0 1.5 2.1 0.0043 0.0084 0.0174
C 12 18 46 79 0.7 1.6 3.1 0.0220 0.0428 0.0991The members of type C constituted 12% of the ﬂuvial levees. These
levees were the youngest landforms because they evolved on the new
low-lying ﬂoodplain surfaces that formed after channel narrowing
(Figs. 6 and 8). Although these forms were the narrowest (Wmean:
46 m), they were high (Hmean: 1.6 m) and thus had the steepest slopes
(Smean: 0.0428). Type C ﬂuvial levees were almost evenly distributed
along the study area, as 75% of the studied Maros reach was intensively
narrowed. Type C levees were missing near the conﬂuence (units 25–
31) because the channel slightly widened at this location.
4.3. Morphological comparison of the active ﬂuvial levee types
The studied ﬂuvial levees began to evolve at different dates, and
their development ended in different fashions, so only the morphol-
ogies of the still active ﬂuvial levees (types A1, B1, and C) were
compared in detail.
The oldest (A1) ﬂuvial levees began to develop during preregulation
times, so their mean width were ca. four times greater than those (B1)
that developed after the river regulations and 18 times wider than the
type C features, which began to develop on the low-lying benches
after the 1950s (Figs. 7–9). However, their heights were quite similar,
although the average values decreased with decreasing age. Thus,
the greatest slopes characterised the type C levees, which were eight
times steeper than the type A1 levees andmore than three times steep-
er than the type B1 levees.
Technically, no correlation existed between different parameters of
the same type, although the R2 values decreased with decreasing age.
For example, the R2 value between the width and slope of the active
ﬂuvial levees was 0.76 for type A1 but only 0.56 for type B1 and only
0.19 for type C. The same tendency was also found between the width
and height values of the ﬂuvial levees.
4.4. Fluvial levee development and ﬂood recurrence intervals
We could calculate the recurrence interval of the ﬂoods that
overﬂowed the various levee types and contributed to their vertical ag-
gradation based on the elevation of the highest point of each ﬂuvial
levee. The type A1 ﬂuvial levees were covered by at least 490-cm-high
ﬂoods (Fig. 10), which had an 11.9-year recurrence interval. The earlier
the development of the type A levees terminated, the lower the ﬂood
level that was required for their inundation (A2: 462-cm stage and RI:
8.4 years, A3: 455-cm stage and RI 7.8 years). The type B levees were
located along artiﬁcially straightened, higher energy sections and had
already grown high, so only higher (B1: 550 cm, B2: 514 cm) ﬂoods
could cover them with a greater recurrence interval (B1: 38 years, B2:
20.5 years). The type C levees evolved on low-lying ﬂoodplain benches,
Fig. 7.Meanwidth (A), height (B) and slope conditions (C) of the different ﬂuvial levee types. The black bars indicate the active ﬂuvial levees (types A1, B1 and C), while the grey bars refer
to terminated development (types A2, A3 and B2).
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already grown quite high; so at least 475-cm-high ﬂoods were required
to cover them and continue their aggradation, but the recurrence inter-
val of these ﬂoods was 9.6 years.4.5. Grain-size characteristics of the active ﬂuvial levee types
The grain-size distributions of the active ﬂuvial levees were also
evaluated from the perspective of (i) downstream changes and (ii) ver-
tical variations within the same section. The grain size of the type A1
and B1 levees decreased toward the downstreamareas (Fig. 11). For ex-
ample, the material of the type A1 levees is dominantly medium- and
ﬁne-grained sand in the upper units, sand and silt occur in almost
equal proportions in themiddle units, andmostly ﬁne-grainedmaterial
is present in the lower units. However, downstream grain-size changes
were not evident in the type C ﬂuvial levees because their material
consisted of a high proportion (71–91%) of sand. Furthermore, the ma-
terial of the type C features was always coarser than that of the nearby
A1 or B1 ﬂuvial levees.
The vertical grain-size proﬁle of one member of each active ﬂuvial
levee type was evaluated in the middle (12–15) units (Fig. 12). These
proﬁles were compared to earlier grain-size and palynological results
from the same area (Kiss et al., 2011), enabling us to date the proﬁles.
The sampled type A1 ﬂuvial levee was the highest and thus has the lon-
gest proﬁle. The lowermost samples (zone I) were characterised by ﬁne
sand and silt andwere slightly dark coloured, so these samples probably
represent the original surface before the evolution of the ﬂuvial levee.
The material in zone I was covered by slightly coarser but predominantly
ﬁne sandy deposits (zone II), referring to their proximity to the active
channel. Later, even coarser material accumulated at the site (zone III),
which was probably deposited when the ﬂuvial levee began to developFig. 8. Spatial distribution of the different ﬂuvial levee tat the sampling point. Upward, the material in the type A1 levee became
slightlyﬁner (zone IV), referring to a less prominent depositional environ-
ment. Thematerial in the type B1 ﬂuvial leveewas deposited on this ﬁne-
grained, silty-sandy material. The type B1 ﬂuvial levees evolved along
artiﬁcial channel sections, which intensively widened in the nineteenth
century (Laczay, 1975); thus, zone V, where the sand fraction is predom-
inant, represents the period of cutoffswhen the bedload transport consid-
erably increased. In the A1 and B1 proﬁles, a ﬁne-grained layer (zone VI)
covered the sandymaterial. The uppermost (VII) zone was built from the
coarsest material and consists of coarse- and ﬁne-grained sandy
sediments. This zone is represented in each type and thus was probably
deposited simultaneously, although this zone became coarser and its
depth increased as the ﬂuvial levee became younger (A1: 30 cm, B1:
65 cm, and C: 110 cm). All the sediments in the type C ﬂuvial levee
belonged to this zone, which suggests that the material was deposited
after the 1950s. The material in the type C levee was more homogenous
than that in the other types because of rapid development from a lower
number of ﬂoods.4.6. Downstreamchanges and the effect of available space on themorphology
of active ﬂuvial levees
The downstream changes in the parameters of the active ﬂuvial
levees were also evaluated (Fig. 13) to reveal whether the morphologi-
cal properties of the alluvial fan−ﬂoodplain complex inﬂuenced the
evolution of the active ﬂuvial levees. High ﬂuvial levees with consider-
able width developed on the secondary alluvial fan (units 12–20),
where they mostly ﬁlled the available embanked ﬂoodplain space (up
to 81%). A gradual drop in ﬂuvial levee heightwas detected from the be-
ginning of the secondary alluvial fan to the conﬂuence of theMaros and
Tisza Rivers,whichwasprobably connected to the drop in channel slopeypes on the studied ﬂoodplain of the Maros River.
Fig. 9. Correlations between the width, height and slope of the active ﬂuvial levees; log: logarithmic trendline.
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on the alluvial fan and ﬂoodplain units, so the ﬂuvial levees stretched
across only a smaller portion (up to 59%). Some high ﬂuvial levees also
developed near the conﬂuence (outlet) because of impounded ﬂoods
and almost ﬁlled the entire narrow embanked ﬂoodplain (up to 95%).
The role of available space on the horizontal development of the
active ﬂuvial levee types could also be evaluated. The controlling factor
for typesA1 andB1was thewidth of the embankedﬂoodplain; however
for type C it was the width of the new ﬂoodplain section (bench). The
widest active ﬂuvial levees belonged to type A1, although they ﬁlled
only 40–80% (mean: 64%) of the embanked ﬂoodplain (Fig. 14). This
value was more variable (4–100%) for the younger types B1 and C.
While type B1 ﬂuvial levees covered as much as 45% of the ﬂoodplain
width on average, type C covered as much as 71% of the narrow low-
lying benches on average.
According to the lateral growth of types A1 and B1 ﬂuvial levees
along units 1–20 (which were all situated on the alluvial fan), their
horizontal growthwas not limited by thewidth of the embanked ﬂood-
plain; therefore, the levees became wide and covered 43% of the width
of the ﬂoodplain on average (Figs. 13B and 14). In contrast, the evolu-
tion of the active ﬂuvial levees in the downstream (21−31) units was
impeded by the quite narrow (max: 1.6 km) ﬂoodplain and the fast lat-
eral migration of the channel (1.2m/y). Here, the bendswere very close
to the embanked levees; therefore, the lateral expansion of the ﬂuvial
levees was restricted, almost ﬁlling the entire ﬂoodplain (60–100%).
According to the width conditions of ﬂuvial levees from the perspective
of available ﬂoodplain space, the ﬂuvial levees could have reached the
foot of the embanked levees if the ﬂoodplain was b500 m wide for
type A1 and 300 m for type B1; in each case, the ﬂuvial levees coveredFig. 10. The recurrence intervals of ﬂoods near the Makó gauge station (units 9–at least 50% of the embanked ﬂoodplain. Type Cﬂuvial leveeswere com-
mon along almost the entire studied section of the river (units 2–24),
although these features were missing on the widening outlet section.
Their development was independent of the width of the embanked
ﬂoodplain and was instead limited by the width of the low-lying
benches. Although the type C ﬂuvial levees were narrow (18–79 m),
the ﬂoodplain benches were only 20–131 m wide, so the ﬂuvial levees
ﬁlled 24–100% of the available space.4.7. Effect of revetments on the morphology of the ﬂuvial levees
Among the latest engineering works, revetments were built (1946–
1958) to stop the lateral erosion of the channel. Fluvial levees along the
ﬁxed banks were 24–36% higher than those that evolved along freely
eroding banks (Fig. 15). However, the width and slope of the affected
ﬂuvial levees were not simply connected with the existence of revet-
ments. For example, revetmented type A1 ﬂuvial levees were 50%
narrower (Wmean: 331 m) and their slope was double (Smean: 0.0062)
that of the A1 levees that developed along freely eroding units. In con-
trast, the B1 and C ﬂuvial levees were two or three times wider along
the revetmented units; therefore, their slopes were slightly smaller
(by 10–20%). The A1 ﬂuvial levees responded differently to revetment
construction, so their spatial distribution was also analysed. The
revetment-free A1 ﬂuvial levees were located in the uppermost alluvial
fan area (units 1–9), while all the revetmented levees were located in
the fan-front section (units 12–20), where all the ﬂuvial levees were
wider, which explains the difference between their width independently
of the existence of revetments.15) were calculated, which could overﬂow the different ﬂuvial levee types.
Fig. 11. Downstream grain-size changes in the material of the active ﬂuvial levee types.
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5.1. Human effects on ﬂuvial levee formation
This study demonstrated that different local human interventions
(e.g., cutoffs, revetment, and embanked levee constructions) and
channel narrowing that was caused by upstream human activities
considerably affected the morphology of ﬂuvial levees (Fig. 16). Similar
human-inducedmorphological changeswere described from the highly
engineered Rhine and Mississippi rivers (e.g., Hesselink et al., 2003;
Hudson et al., 2008; Pierik et al., 2017), Danube River (Klasz et al.,
2014), and various Mediterranean rivers (Hooke, 2006).Fig. 12. Sedimentary proﬁles of active (A1, B1 andC)ﬂuvial levees in themiddle section of theM
divided into zones (I–VII) and subzones (a–c) based on the characteristics of the sediment.Along the studied section of the Maros River, 24 meanders were cut
off and new straight or slightly sinuous channel sectionswere created in
the mid- and late nineteenth century. Although some pre-regulation
ﬂuvial levees (type A1) are still evolving, the development of ﬂuvial
levees terminated (type A3) along the cutoff meanders, and new ﬂuvial
levees (types B1 and B2) began to grow along the artiﬁcial channel
sections (Fig. 16). The number of ﬂuvial levees doubled because of
these artiﬁcial cutoffs. The artiﬁcial alteration of these landforms is
reﬂected in how only ca. one-tenth of the ﬂuvial levees (type A1) have
continuously developed since preregulation times, and the evolution
of most of the forms was inﬂuenced by human activities. Similar
alteration of ﬂoodplain forms was noted by Hesselink et al. (2003)aros River (the locations of the sampling sites are also indicated in Fig. 1). The proﬁleswere
Fig. 13. Downstream changes in the height (A) and width (B) of the type A1 and B1 ﬂuvial levees and the width of the embanked ﬂoodplain.
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secondary channels was revealed.
Embanked levees were constructed simultaneously with channel
regulations in the nineteenth century. These artiﬁcial levees could
spatially limit the horizontal growth of ﬂuvial levees (Klasz et al.,
2014) if they were located too close to the channel. The width of the
new embanked ﬂoodplain of the Maros is quite irregular; therefore,
the active ﬂuvial levees occupy the ﬂoodplain in various proportions
(4–100%). If the ﬂoodplain is b500mwide for the type A1 ﬂuvial levees
and 300 m for type B1, these ﬂuvial levees could reach the foot of
the embanked levee (Fig. 16). This threshold value is supported by a
sedimentation-pattern measurement after a ﬂood (Oroszi, 2008), as
18 cm of sandy material was deposited in a ca. 300-m-wide zone
along the channel.
The role of revetments was also evaluated for each active ﬂuvial
levee type. Under natural conditions, the banks by the ﬂuvial levees
were laterally eroded (Schumm, 1969), so accumulation on the ﬂuvial
levees was balanced by lateral erosion; additionally, these features
could be eroded by sheet/surface wash during extremely high-energy
ﬂoods (Smith and Pérez-Arlucea, 2008). However, revetments could
impede the lateral erosion of the banks and ﬂuvial levees (Fig. 16).
Generally, the mean heights of the active ﬂuvial levees were 24–36%
greater than those that developed along freely eroding banks, suggesting
a greater aggradation rate or a lack of erosion on the embanked ﬂuvial
levees. This observation matches the results of Klasz et al. (2014), who
found that revetments increased the aggradation rate of ﬂuvial levees.
No clear difference was found between the width and slope of
revetmented and freely developing ﬂuvial levees, which suggests that
these parameters were inﬂuenced by the revetment and by other local
factors (e.g., sinuosity of the channel, location of the thalweg).
The effects of late twentieth century water withdrawal, impound-
ment, and inchannel gravel mining in the upstream Romanian section
propagated downstream; thus, the studied lowland section of theFig. 14. Correlation between the ﬂoodplain space-ﬁlling rate and the width of the active
ﬂuvial levees.Maros has become narrower by 24% since the 1950s and the channel
has been incised by 1.2 m on average (Kiss et al., 2017) because of de-
clining bedload transport. Low-lying ﬂoodplain benches evolved in the
narrower and deeper channel (Fig. 16). Such benches were reported
in earlier studies (Erskine and Livingstone, 1999; Haney and Davis,
2015); however, the ﬂuvial levees on benches were neglected, although
ca. one-fourth of the ﬂuvial levees along theMaros belong to this group.
Type C landforms could be considered the third generation of ﬂuvial le-
vees. Narrowing and bench formation were the most intensive in the
upper section, so type C levees appeared only in this location, triggering
the inactivity of the older forms. The rapid evolution of type C levees is
reﬂected in their homogenous sedimentary record and by the fact that
the level of the bench surfaces was 0.3–1.9 m below the bankfull
stage; thus, the river could transport and deposit a great amount of
coarse sediment during smaller near-bankfull ﬂoods (Rainato et al.,
2017). However, as the ﬂuvial levees on the benches grew higher,
only higher ﬂoods could cover them; currently, only 9.6-year
recurrence-interval ﬂoods can deposit material on their surfaces. The
importance of the bedload in the development of the type C ﬂuvial le-
vees is reﬂected in their coarse grain size (D90: 271–318 μm), which
was very similar to the grain size of the bedload (Oroszi and Kiss,
2004), and in their almost uniform particle-size distribution. Similarly,
the material in the ﬂuvial levees along the ca. 390-km-long lowland
section of the Tisza River did not considerably change (Sándor, 2011),
indicating uniform hydromorphological conditions.
In addition to the human-induced local morphological changes, the
hydrology of theMaros has been altered by catchment-scale human ac-
tivities (Kiss, 2014), climate change (Sipos et al., 2014), and land use
changes (Oroszi and Kiss, 2006). Water levels have dropped since the
1980s, and all the current ﬂuvial levees can be completely covered by
water from 20- to 38-year recurrence-interval ﬂoods. Thus, their devel-
opment can be terminated by river engineering works and limited
by disappearing ﬂoods. Their formation will probably decline in the
future, indicating a loosening connectivity between the channel and
the ﬂoodplain.
A series of ﬂuvial levees could form from a combined effect of all
these direct and indirect human inﬂuences, similarly to point bars,
where the gradual migration of the channel creates point-bar series
(Schumm, 1969). Under natural circumstances, the same lateral chan-
nel shift destroys the ﬂuvial levees, so no series of ﬂuvial levees can
develop. However, the location of the banklines can be abruptly
changed by cutoffs and narrowingor the bankline can become stabilised
(by revetments), so the ﬂuvial levees can be disconnected from the
channel and new levees can develop, creating ﬂuvial levee series. This
process was quite common along the Maros River, where 32 active
(still forming) and 21 inactive ﬂuvial levees were identiﬁed in the 31
studied units; in 17 units, the number of ﬂuvial levees doubled or tri-
pled. Channel narrowing was more active in the upper portion of the
study area (units 1–20), so the type C ﬂuvial levees that developed
Fig. 15. Comparison of the mean parametric values of the ﬂuvial levees that developed along revetmented banks and freely eroding banks.
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contrast, cutoffs were more common and channel narrowing was less
intensive along the lower section (units 21–31); thus, B1 type ﬂuvial
levees are present along the bankline, although type A3 levees exist
behind them.Fig. 16. Conceptual model of ﬂuvial levee development in relation to various human activities;
f: accelerated accumulation, g: revetment.5.2. Geomorphological characteristics
The analysis of the morphological parameters revealed that not all
the ﬂuvial levees on the ﬂoodplain could be analysed as one group.
The morphology of the active (types A1, B1, and C) ﬂuvial levees wasa. ﬂoodplain, b: channel, c: active ﬂuvial levee, d: inactive ﬂuvial levee, e: artiﬁcial levee,
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be handled separately. Generally, older ﬂuvial levees were wider and
slightly higher than younger levees; the latter group had greater slopes,
corresponding to the data of Cazanacli and Smith (1998). However,
the weakening correlation between the parameters with younger ages
of the levees suggests that human activities superseded other external
factors, as suggested by Lane (1955) and Schumm (1969).
The different ﬂuvial-levee types could be ﬁtted to the model of
Adams et al. (2004) based on their development history and slope con-
ditions. Types C and B developed in conﬁned ﬂoodplain areas: type B
ﬂuvial levees began to evolve during the artiﬁcial levee constructions
on the embanked ﬂoodplain, while type C levees developed on the
low-lying benches in the narrowing channel. In accordance with the
model of Adams et al. (2004), diffusive sediment transport is responsi-
ble for the formation of narrow and steep ﬂuvial levees in such a ﬂuvial
environment. In the conﬁned area, type C ﬂuvial levees had the greatest
slope (Smean: 0.042), while type B1 (Smean: 0.0159) and B2 levees
(Smean: 0.0084) had more moderate slopes. In contrast, type A levees
began to develop on the wide, unconﬁned natural ﬂoodplain and were
probably formed by advection, creating broad and gently sloping
(Smean: 0.005–0.007) ﬂuvial levees. The different energy conditions
during the levees' formation were also indicated by their different
grain-size distributions.
Type C levees had the coarsest material and steep slopes, matching
the previous results of Cazanacli and Smith (1998). The morphology of
type C levees contradicts the ﬁndings of Klasz et al. (2014) because
these forms were almost as high as the A and B forms, although the
available space for their formation was much more limited.6. Conclusions
This study demonstrated that the development and morphology of
ﬂuvial levees could be fundamentally inﬂuenced by human activities,
resulting in (i) the development of ﬂuvial levee series, similarly to
point-bar series, and (ii) morphological alterations of the features
(height and slope increases) compared to their natural counterparts.
Based on the spatial and temporal characteristics of the ﬂuvial
levees, six generation types were distinguished on the Maros River
according to the beginning (i.e., pre-nineteenth, nineteenth, and twen-
tieth centuries) and end of their development (i.e., nineteenth and
twentieth centuries or still active), which were all connected to various
local- and catchment-scale human activities and resulted in channel
changes (relocation of the channel and narrowing). Artiﬁcial cutoffs
and channel narrowing created low-lying ﬂoodplain benches (because
of upstream water retention and inchannel gravel mining) and were
responsible for the development of different ﬂuvial-levee types, while
the other local engineering works (e.g., revetment and embanked
constructions) inﬂuenced their morphology.
The banklines were artiﬁcially changed by cutoffs and channel
narrowing, so a series of ﬂuvial levees with 2–3 members evolved in
succession: as soon as the development of a new ﬂuvial levee began,
the evolution of the previous levee terminated. The disconnected fea-
tures moved relatively farther from the active channel, so (i) no coarse
material was deposited on their surfaces, (ii) the lateral channel migra-
tion did not affect the levees, and (iii) only suspended sediment could
accumulate on their surfaces during large ﬂoods. The Maros River has
high sediment load, so new ﬂuvial levees developed quite rapidly
along the new banklines, and their heights became almost identical to
those of their older counterparts.
Additionally, the hydrology of the Maros River changed (i.e., drop in
stages, declining ﬂoods), so even the active ﬂuvial levees could be
ﬂooded by 12–35-year recurrence-interval ﬂoods, which suggests that
their formation also became very limited. Even the development of
newly formed active (B and C) ﬂuvial levees could cease in the future
if channel narrowing continues and ﬂoods disappear.As far as ﬂuvial levees can be considered indicators of connectivity
between a channel and ﬂoodplain (Fryirs and Brierley, 2012), this
study proved that the development of ﬂuvial-levee series in connection
with human activity is an indicator of decoupling. This decoupling was
also supported by the high recurrence intervals of ﬂoods, which could
overﬂow the ﬂuvial levees and contribute to their vertical aggradation.
The application of a LiDAR-based DTM facilitated a detailed morpho-
logical analysis of a long and densely vegetated section of the river, so a
relatively large number of ﬂuvial levees could be compared. Unfortunate-
ly, the disadvantage of thismethod originates from its great accuracy: the
locations of the measurements must be very carefully chosen because
the measured data are very sensitive even to the smallest elevation
differences. However, the spatial analysis of other ﬂoodplain forms
(i.e., crevasses, point bars, islands) should become possible in the future
by applying a LiDAR-based DTM, and the slope conditions of the banks
should provide insight into channel processes.Acknowledgements
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